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IT TAKES ONE TO KNOW ONE
J.J. Redick offers some advice — and encouragement — for Tyler Hansbrough
By Dan Wiederer % Staff writer
erhaps this violates the
basic tenets of the DukeNorth Carolina rivalry.
Perhaps it’s wholly ironic
that the one Blue Devil that
Tar Heels fans loved to hate
has come offering guidance
to help UNC’s best player accomplish some of the dream
goals he’s set out to achieve.

P

Regardless, J.J. Redick has
words of wisdom and reflection for
Tyler Hansbrough. And he’s putting
aside his allegiances for a moment
to deliver a cheat sheet on how Psycho T and UNC can attack the rest
of their season.
You see, Redick understands the
ubiquitous pressure stalking Hansbrough and the top-ranked Tar

Heels right now. He knows what it’s
like to be the best player on the nation’s No. 1 team. He knows all
about the passion and the theater
on Tobacco Road
And he understands the
strange combination of exhilaration and anxiety that comes with
chasing a series of prestigious
See REDICK, Page 9C

UNC 28,
DUKE 20

N.C. STATE 38, MIAMI 28

Yates’
3 TDs
lift
Heels
! Trimane Goddard
seals the win with an
interception in the
closing seconds.
By Joedy McCreary
The Associated Press
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N.C. State’s Russell Wilson avoids the tackle of Miami’s Adewale Ojomo in the third quarter of the Wolfpack’s 38-28 win. Wilson threw for
two touchdowns and ran for another in the victory. Below, State coach Tom O’Brien celebrates with Willie Young after the game.

‘Better and better’
N.C. State wins its fourth straight game and becomes bowl-eligible to complete turnaround
By Aaron Beard
The Associated Press

INSIDE

RALEIGH — N.C. State’s season
looked lost barely a month ago. Now,
thanks to the impressive play of a
rookie quarterback, the Wolfpack is
waiting to find out whether its lateseason comeback will be enough to
get the team to a bowl game.
Russell Wilson threw for two
touchdowns and ran for a score Saturday to help N.C. State beat Miami
38-28, making the Wolfpack eligible
for a bowl after four straight
wins.
Wilson threw for 220 yards and
ran for 58 more for the Wolfpack (66, 4-4 Atlantic Coast Conference),
who pushed ahead for good on Wilson’s 32-yard pass to Owen Spencer
late in the third quarter. Andre
Brown also scored twice and ran for
93 of the Wolfpack’s 219 rushing
yards against a Miami defense
VIRGINIA TECH, BC
TO MEET FOR ACC TITLE
% Virginia Tech gets past rival
Virginia 17-14, and Boston
College uses a little trickery to
beat Maryland and earn their
ticket to Tampa, Page 6C

ranked 20th nationally.
N.C. State entered November at
2-6 before beating instate rivals
Duke, Wake Forest and North Carolina to keep its bowl hopes alive.

Yet, unlike last year in a similar scenario, the Wolfpack made good on
their last chance to become eligible
for the postseason.
“They just kept playing and get-

MORE ACC FOOTBALL
% Wake tops Vanderbilt,
% Florida crushes FSU,
% Georgia Tech snaps skid
against Georgia, Page 6C
% Clemson tops South
Carolina, 31-14, Page 8C

ting better and better,” Wolfpack
coach Tom O’Brien said. “Everything’s heading in the right direction,
and I’d love to have an opportunity
to play one more time.
“At this point now, we’re playing
the best of any team in this conference.”
N.C. State — which battled a line
of injuries to key players earlier this
season — became the first team to
lose its first four ACC games then
win its last four since the league
went to an eight-game schedule in
1992. Three of the four wins came by
double-digit margins, including a 4110 romp against Tar Heels last
week.
“If we’d have started like this,”
Brown said, “we’d probably be in
Tampa (for the ACC championship
game).”
It’s unclear where the Wolfpack

OKLAHOMA 61,
OKLAHOMA STATE 41
% Sam Bradford, right, threw
for 370 yards and four
touchdowns to help
Oklahoma state its case for a
title game spot, Page 7C

See STATE, Page 8C

DURHAM — T.J. Yates finally won again as a starter,
thanks to the defensive back
who has become North Carolina’s top finisher.
Yates was nearly perfect in
throwing three touchdown passes, but the Tar Heels’ 28-20 victory over Duke on Saturday
night wasn’t
sealed
until
Trimane Goddard’s interception in the
closing
seconds.
Shaun
Draughn
rushed for 110 Yates
yards and a
touchdown and caught another
score from Yates. North Carolina
(8-4, 4-4 Atlantic Coast Conference) snapped a two-game losing
streak and clinched its first
eight-win regular season since
1997 by beating the Blue Devils
(4-8, 1-7) for the 18th time in 19
years.
“We needed some momentum, we needed some lift within
the team to get this energy
back going into the bowl game,”
Yates said.
Thaddeus Lewis led Duke into the red zone in the final
minute before his fourth-down
pass went straight to Goddard
See HEELS, Page 6C

ACC STANDINGS
Atlantic Division
Conf.
W L
Boston College
5 3
Florida State
5 3
Maryland
4 4
Wake Forest
4 4
Clemson
4 4
N.C. State
4 4
Coastal Division
Conf.
W L
Virginia Tech
5 3
Georgia Tech
5 3
North Carolina
4 4
Miami
4 4
Virginia
3 5
Duke
1 7

All
WL
9 3
8 4
7 5
7 5
6 5
6 6
All
WL
8 4
9 3
8 4
7 5
5 7
4 8
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Redick
From Page 1C
milestones.
One after another.
With the entire college basketball world keeping tabs.
Hansbrough’s pursuit of his
school’s
all-time
scoring
record? Redick’s been there and
done that.
Hansbrough’s chase to become the ACC’s all-time leading
scorer? It’s Redick’s mark he’s
in line to break.
Hansbrough’s role as the face
of college basketball? Redick’s
been in the front car of that
“roller coaster of emotion.”
So now that Hansbrough has
returned from the shin injury
that caused him to miss three of
UNC’s first four games, he has
once again taken center stage as
the best player on the nation’s
best team.
Inevitably, that means his
name will come blaring out of
announcers’ mouths during just
about every college basketball
game the rest of the winter.
UNC-Michigan State. St.
Mary’s-Kent State. It doesn’t
matter.
Hansbrough will be deified
by analysts as the clutch senior
who embodies college basketball’s competitive spirit and
youthful ideals. And in the same
moment, he will be skewered by
opposing fans who find him to be
overexposed, overly annoying
and totally overrated.
Sound familiar? It’s a role
Redick has already played.
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RECORD PLAYER
Now that he has returned to the lineup, North Carolina senior Tyler Hansbrough has a checklist of
records to break and goals to accomplish this season. Here are eight worth tracking…
8. Become the NCAA’s career leader in free throws made
Hansbrough’s made 761 so far and has nine players left to leapfrog,
including NCAA record-holder Dickie Hemric (907).
7. Become North Carolina’s all-time leading rebounder
With 41 more rebounds, Hansbrough will top 1,000. He needs 208
boards to steal the career rebounding crown from Sam Perkins.
6. Become North Carolina’s all-time leading scorer
With 2,231 career points, Hansbrough is now only 59 points
behind Phil Ford.
5. Become the winningest player in Carolina history
Hansbrough has already participated in 93 Tar Heels
victories. The most wins UNC has piled up in a four-year
span is 118.
4. Become the ACC’s all-time leading scorer
Currently 13th all-time, he needs 538 points to
pass Duke’s J.J. Redick (2,769).

3. Become the first four-time first-team
All-American in ACC history
Only six other ACC players share the distinction of being
named a first-team All-American three times. With another
Hansbrough-esque season, Hansbrough will one-up N.C.
State’s David Thompson (1973-75), Virginia’s Ralph Sampson
(1981-83) and former Tar Heel greats Jack Cobb (1924-26),
Phil Ford (1976-78), Mike O’Koren (1978-80) and Sam
Perkins (1982-84).
2. Win back-to-back Naismith Awards as the National Player
of the Year
Only two players in history — UCLA’s Bill Walton from 1972-74
and Sampson (1981-83) — have accomplished that feat.
1. Win a national title
Let’s see. An overall record of 93-18, two ACC regular-season
championships, two ACC tournament championships, one trip to
the Final Four. From a winning standpoint, there’s only one
thing Hansbrough has yet to do.

Self-centered
As crazy as it may sound,
J.J. AND TYLER: HEAD TO HEAD
here’s Redick’s paramount
REDICK
HANSBROUGH
piece of advice to help Hansbrough maintain peace of mind Career points....................................2,769.....................2,231
this winter.
Scoring average................................19.9....................... 20.1
“Be selfish,” Redick said. Overall record (winning pct.).............116-23 (.834).......93-18 (.837)
“I’m serious about that. You
have to condition yourself to be ACC record (winning pct.).................49-15 (.766).........37-11 (.771)
a little more selfish than you’re ACC regular season titles..................2............................ 2
used to.”
ACC tournament titles.......................3............................ 2
Now, before a 12-page thread
of outrage and criticism breaks
“As great as the highs were,” emotionally into basketball and
out on Carolina message boards,
consider Redick’s rationale. Redick said, “I remember the what I was trying to do as a
Selfish, he says, doesn’t mean lows. I still replay the lows in player and as a teammate, that
when I got back to my aparttaking every shot possible. And my mind. Over and over.”
Fierce competitors are like ment or if I was at a restaurant,
it certainly doesn’t mean
putting individual goals ahead that. And so it is with equal emo- I wanted to escape for a few
tion that Redick revisits those hours. I didn’t want to then hear
of the team.
But it does mean learning to valleys. The 87-84 loss at Digger Phelps talk about why
sacrifice. Social experiences, Georgetown that halted the Blue Duke might be vulnerable
parts of relationships with fam- Devils’ 17-game winning streak. against Georgia Tech.”
Redick had a great relationily and friends. Sometimes Or that demoralizing Senior
Night loss to a Hansbrough-led ship with the media and was
sleep. Sometimes class.
“Be selfish with your time,” UNC team. And of course, that more introspective and colorful
Redick said. “Be selfish with 3-for-18 shooting disaster in a than Hansbrough’s ever been.
your emotions. You can only career-ending Sweet 16 loss to Still, all the press conferences
and one-on-one interviews took
give so much to other people.” LSU.
That one still cuts into their toll.
Rest, both physically and
So too did the chase to bementally, has to become a top Redick like a hunting knife.
come
Duke’s all-time leading
Three
years
later
and
he
still
priority.
“The biggest stress on me hasn’t watched one second of scorer and the NCAA’s all-time
leading scorer and 3-point
was probably tickets,” Redick that defeat.
“But I have replayed shots in marksman
said. “We’d get four tickets to
After breaking Dawkins’
my mind.”
every home game,
Blue
Devils record in a midDuke
was
the
sometimes two or
As weird
NCAA
tourna- February blowout of Miami in
three for every
ment’s top overall 2006, Redick exhaled and sudas this may
road game. Well,
seed, just as UNC is denly went into a shooting funk,
I’ve got eight peosound to ACC
likely to be three making just 33.3 percent of his
ple in my family. I
months from now. field goal attempts over his next
have relatives, I
fans, I hope
The Devils seemed six games.
had friends who
Tyler has a
Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski
to have all the
wanted to come. At
believes the pressure and the
pieces
to
win
it
some point, I just
fantastic senior all.
spotlight will be less intense on
said ‘Mom, you
year. I can’t
Yet when their Hansbrough than it was on
choose who comes
season
ended Redick three years ago.
to the games. I’ll
think of
The
biggest
reason?
abruptly that night
see
whoever’s
Krzyzewski
thinks
UNC’s
supthere.’ Simple as
in
Atlanta,
Redick
a better guy to
that.”
felt a sting sharper porting cast will help lighten the
hold the
than any other. To load — on the court and off.
Low and
With guys like Ty Lawson,
this day, he acACC scoring
behold
knowledges
the Wayne Ellington and Danny
scars
and
the Green delivering significant
record.
Assuming the
emptiness that loss production on game night and
college basketball
J.J. Redick
attracting their fair share of atleft him with.
experience hasn’t
tention from the media, HansIt’s not regret.
changed dramati“There’s a difference be- brough will have a little more
cally in the past three years, this
is what Hansbrough has to look tween regret and wishing some- room to breathe.
“J.J. did not have that,”
forward to from now until April: thing had happened,” Redick
“Consistently amazing highs,” said. “And it still bugs me that Krzyzewski said. “He had
Redick says, mixed with “the to- I was never a part of a national Shelden (Williams). But for us, it
was more of a two-prong attal emotional fatigue of it championship team.”
As if Hansbrough didn’t have tack.”
all.”
That said, Krzyzewski figHaving only crossed paths enough pressure on him without
with Hansbrough twice — in a bringing that possibility to the ures Hansbrough will break
Redick’s conference scoring
pair of ACC games in February forefront.
record. And it’s a milestone the
and March of 2006 — Redick adDuke coach will celebrate.
mits he knows very little about Support group
“If anybody’s going to break
North Carolina’s star. But he
It seems crazy now to think
does know a lot about what of all the dynamics. It seems that kind of record, you hope it’s
Hansbrough will experience.
surreal to Redick, a total sports a kid worthy of it,” he said.
There will be those unforget- freak, to think that in the final “Tyler’s worthy of it. He detable days. For Redick there months of his illustrious college serves it. But, if his supporting
was that glorious Saturday af- career he stopped watching ES- cast stays healthy, I don’t think
it’ll take the toll on him because
ternoon in December 2005 PN altogether.
when, in an early season showHe had tired of all the praise then he’ll just have to go about
down of No. 1 vs. No. 2, he ex- being extolled on him. And he his business and the records are
ploded for nine 3-pointers and a was fried by the microscope just going to go away.
career-high 41 points in a 97-66 that searched for every little
“For J.J. it took its toll beblowout of Texas.
flaw in his game and in his cause he was carrying our team.
And for a shooter to carry a
There was the night in team.
Durham that Sean Dockery hit a
“When you first get to col- team, that’s not the best way of
half-court buzzer-beater to stun lege, seeing yourself on ESPN is doing it.”
Virginia Tech, causing Cameron cool,” Redick said. “My freshIndoor Stadium to explode like a man year I’d always rush home Best wishes
ruptured pinata.
If Tyler Hansbrough is anyand try to catch the highlights
There was the night he on SportsCenter. But the novelty thing like J.J. Redick, then perpassed Johnny Dawkins to be- of that wears off pretty quickly haps three years from now he’ll
come Duke’s all-time leading — especially when you play at a look back on his college career
scorer.
place like Duke. My senior year, with the same combination of
But…
so much of me was invested appreciation and perspective

that Redick now does.
If Hansbrough is anything
like Redick, he’ll embrace these
final 15-18 weeks on Tobacco
Road, then move forward with a
profound perspective.
“People always ask me, ‘Do
you wish you still played for
Duke?’ ” Redick said. “And my
immediate answer is ‘No.’ Look,
I played there for four years and
it was one of the greatest experiences of my life. But there
comes a time to move on. The
minute the season was over, I
was ready to move on.”
From Orlando, where he has
averaged just 5 points per game
in his three NBA seasons with
the Magic, Redick says he will
appreciate Hansbrough’s final
college season and he hopes the
UNC star can embrace every
moment.
“As weird as this may sound
to ACC fans, I hope Tyler has a
fantastic senior year,” Redick
said. “I can’t think of a better
guy to hold the ACC scoring
record. He’s always played the
game the right way. He invests
himself in what he does. He
competes. I have a lot of respect
for what he’s been able to accomplish.”
Is this really happening? Is
the best player to play at Duke
this century suddenly going soft
and praising UNC?
“Obviously I’m not hoping
Carolina wins a national title,”
Redick said. “I will never hope
that. But I hope Tyler has a
great year.”
If Hansbrough is anything
like Redick, that’s likely a given.
Staff writer Dan Wiederer can be reached
at wiederer@fayobserver.com or 486-3536.
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Dick Vitale might
start arguments
with new book
By Jim O’Connell
The Associated Press

If you’re a college
basketball fan, or own a
television, you know
Dick Vitale isn’t afraid
to offer his opinion in his
style.
Vitale has written Vitale
several books over his
three-decade broadcasting career, but his latest could be considered ammunition, as well as
literature.
The name gives it away:
“Dick Vitale’s Fabulous 50 Players & Moments in College Basketball.”
The two lists cover the 30
years he has been an ESPN
broadcaster, so the UCLA dynasty, Indiana’s perfect season,
Pistol Pete, Jerry West and Oscar Robertson weren’t eligible.
Still, that leaves plenty to sift
through, and that’s where the
fun begins.
There’s no way to please everybody with lists like these, especially in a sport where people
wear their passions on schoolcolored sleeves.
New fans might not believe
players who wore their shorts so
short could compete with today’s players whose shorts
should be renamed longs. But
despite a few rule changes, it’s
still the same game those carrying AARP cards played in the
days when the NCAA tournament was big but bracketology
was something only those assembling bookshelves worried
about.
Vitale, with co-author Dick
Weiss of the New York Daily
News, went with Patrick Ewing
of Georgetown, Christian Laettner of Duke, Ralph Sampson of
Virginia, Michael Jordan of
North Carolina and Danny Manning of Kansas as the top five
players.
Let the screaming begin
from fans of Tim Duncan of
Wake Forest, Isiah Thomas of
Indiana, Akeem Olajuwon of
Houston, David Robinson of
Navy and Len Bias of Maryland,
the next five on the list.
You could put all those
names in a hat and any five
would still be a viable list.
That’s what makes this venture
impossible, but fun.
Vitale even adds a list of 50
more players who deserve mention.
As for moments, No. 1 was
North Carolina State’s improbable national championship under Jim Valvano in 1983 followed by Laettner’s shot at the
buzzer that gave Duke an overtime win over Kentucky in the
1992 regional final. And don’t
forget Villanova’s “perfect
game” to beat Georgetown for
the national championship in
1985; Keith Smart’s corner
jumper that gave Indiana the
1987 title over Syracuse; and
then-freshman Jordan’s jumper
from the same side of the Super-

dome court as Smart
that led North Carolina
to the national championship over Georgetown
in 1982.
Again, you can’t go
wrong with any of those
or several others on the
list. Perhaps a referee
should have been included with the book. It’s easy to see
a friendly discussion turning into a shouting match worthy of
some of the coaches who have
drawn a technical or two over
the years.
And the West Coast already
has expressed its displeasure
with the players list. North Carolina and Duke have 14 players
among the top 50. The entire
Pac-10 conference has two, the
first being Sean Elliott of Arizona at No. 26.
If Vitale’s lists don’t do it for
you, there are plenty of books
about college hoops out there.
On the more serious side is:
“Money Players: A Guide to Success in Sports, Business & Life
for Current and Future Pro Athletes.”
Author Marc Isenberg covers
the gamut for young athletes
from selecting an agent to relating to the media to financial
matters for days as an amateur
and a pro.
That’s a book many former
athletes probably wish they had
many problems and dollars
ago.
Coaches, too, are busy sharing their secrets. Two recent
books cover the extremes of the
profession.
“Bill Self: At Home in the
Phog” is a biography of the
Kansas coach that came out following the Jayhawks’ national
championship season. It chronicles Self’s coaching career
from his days as assistant
through head coaching stops at
Oral Roberts, Tulsa and Illinois.
The book offers an inside look
into the life of a coach and discloses great details on the
games in the national championship run, including the overtime title game against
Kansas.
But not every coach makes it
to the title game.
Rich Zvosec has been the
head coach at St. Francis, N.Y.,
North Florida and MissouriKansas City. His book “Birds,
Dogs & Kangaroos” is a look at
the other side of Division I basketball.
The book’s title comes from
his three schools’ nicknames —
Terriers, Ospreys and Kangaroos.
In that world, dinners on the
road are usually at a place
where the words “all you can
eat” are prominent, where
coaches worry about laundry
as much as opponents and there
seems to be just as much
fun.

